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Château de la Messardière presents what’s new
for the launch of the 2014 season
The prestigious Saint Tropez hotel reopened for the 2014 season on 16 April. This little patch of
paradise between the famous Place des Lices in Saint‐Tropez, the beaches of Pampelonne and the
vineyards of Ramatuelle offers another season brimming with new experiences and discoveries: a
new setting for the restaurant, new treatments at the spa and an exciting new cultural season!

For many years the château, perching atop a hill like a jewel in the crown of Saint‐Tropez village, has
been a gathering place for people who love the bright, peaceful atmosphere that imbues these
historic walls. A luxury hotel since 2012, this Saint Tropez must has 55 suites and 62 guestrooms,
each with a terrace or private garden offering breathtaking views.

The restaurant: a breath of fresh air
This is the second season chef David Millet has been in charge of the château’s gourmet restaurant,
which was renovated and renamed “L’Acacia” this year. He is offering a new menu, “Mimosa: a Scent
of Provence”, to mark the occasion. The young chef enjoys working with local products to make their
flavours burst out, and prepares sunny, authentic, colourful cuisine that is a perfect match for the
château’s charm. The Bar du Château, refurbished in shimmering colours, and its team will be

delighted to welcome you for a before‐dinner drink.

The Spa: new treatments
This year the château’s 465m² spa, a veritable oasis of peace dedicated to wellness, joins the V35
Club, the elite of the Valmont brand’s spas. To celebrate the event, the spa is opening up the doors
of its hairdressing salon to Valmont and integrating its hair ageing expertise as an exclusive service.

The artistic and literary season
‐

16 April to 16 June: the Assaga exhibition (the association of painters and photographers
from La Garde Freinet).

‐

18 June to 26 August: the “You & Me” exhibition, a dialogue between artist Virginie Lhomme
Fontaine and her companion Jean‐Philippe Richard, who is no stranger to the château’s
guests: the grounds hosted his “Sculpture Garden” show in 2013.

‐

23 to 25 May: the fourth Messardière Summer Novel Prize, sponsored by Michel Legrand this
year.
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